
Central Locking upgrade  

Benefits full locking of all doors boot etc indicator flash and audible warning if you want to add it .  

 

 

 

NB.   My PSE has  three air tubes  although I imagine this mod could be fitted to several versions with 

the same result. Please note this will only give you central locking  it wont fix the interior dome light 

fault (this is easily fixed anyway) or ABS/ESP  problems which are not related to the PSE in my model  

anyway. 2001 SLK compressor. 

Have included some pictures , but it is quite easy however Don’t attempt this if you are not prepared 

to use cutters,  screwdrivers  and a soldering iron which  generally is preferred, although you can do 

this with scotch locks or terminal blocks. I solder and use shrink wrap to avoid shorts and breakages. 

Also if your  existing PSE alarm is working it wont after this, I am looking to add an alarm and get the  

internal dashboard  lock unlock switch working  at a later date. 

NB.   My PSE has  with three air tubes  



 

Ok to begin. 

Unplug all four  cableconectors  from the PSE unit 

Leave the air pipes connected unless you wish to have a little more movement or take indoors to 

complete. 

Remove the base of the PSE by pressing the tabs with a screwdriver  and remove. 

The pcb should now be free, remove the various cable connectors from the board and cut the motor 

leads from the board keeping the wires as long as possible. 

Remove the PCB (you no longer need this….)   No going back now….. 

It’s a good idea to test the pump here so put the two wires across a battery to make sure it  is ok. 

Don’t worry about polarity you just need it to spin up if you put a finger over the exit pipe you 

should be able to feel a good bit of suction. If not then you just need a new pump. 

I would not suggest dismantling the pump as it is difficult to realign correctly. 

If the pump works we can proceed. 

The white panel that is in the top of the case, .make sure this and the screws are still in place and are 

secured to the top of the case. 



The white panel controls the pump air flow to the various areas  however  there is a output to the 

board that needs to be blanked off. It previously went to a reverse actuator on the board. This is no  

longer used  

 

 

 

 

This simply needs  a screw or something placed in the end of the pipe to ensure it is blanked off. 

Make sure you do this as it will give you poor suction/blow and the locks wont work correctly  

Reinstall the pump into the case, lining up the rubber legs and letting the air pipe face and connect  

to the white panel. 

I secured it with several screws all at right angles keeping it in position  

Make sure the cables are clear and not under the pump. 

Place the new C/lock unit and the cables into the PSE case there is a big sticky pad supplied to do this  



 

The supplied cables and connectors  are very long so you can shorten them but only after testing  

Connect the pump unit cables as per the wiring diagram supplied with the C/Lockkit 

The cables on the  large  black connector   situated at the end of the  PSE that you have removed will 

need to be cut and connected to the C/Locking unit cables .  

Once these are connected you can test the unit with the new keys.  

The remaining 3 plugs are not used at this point. 

1ST STAGE TESTING  

Make sure all connections are secure and connect the new C/Locking module to the large white 

connector. 

Ensure you have selected the three second delay for pneumatic locking. 

If the locks unlock on the key but are around the wrong way simply reverse the two leads to the 

pump. and try again with your new keys 

Once you  have the key system the right way around disconnect the C/l Module and tidy up the 

wiring  etc, mine is all packed into the PSE box and the aerial lead I have pushed through a small 

drilled hole in the side. 

Keys  

The transponder and the key shaft need to replaced  into the new  keys .although you could leave 

out this option but you will need to carry two keys. 

Split the keys and very gently remove the transponder, it’s a good idea to use a little glue here,  into 

the new key fob. 



 

Don’t be tempted to replace the key shaft and mount as a whole as the key flip process is slightly 

different and will not work. 

The key shaft is held by a very thin small screw and once removed the key shaft can be removed and 

inserted into the new fob, the shaft may need a little filing down to ensure it will locate correctly, I 

used a little super glue to ensure it stays in position 

Once all is ok  test the keys again, if all is well the next stage is to connect the indicators with  both 

cables need to be connected to the positive side of both indicator bulbs. 

The  two Mercedes key logos to go on each key just to make it look tidy oce you have tested and 

screwed the key fob together 

 

I have also connected a new horn in the boot to give audible indication of lock unlock. 

Am now looking to sort the internal lock switch will post details on this soon  

 



 

  


